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Abstract
In the world of information and technology, 
many businesses are confronted with multi-
faceted problems in leveraging the value of IT 
usage and implementation.

The most common problem is properly 
securing their business information against 
growing security threats. 

This white paper has covered some of the 
security threats, vulnerabilities, mitigation 
techniques and services.

Half of midsize and large organizations will 
add bigger, more advanced inspection-
oriented features to their network f irewalls 
by 2019, according to Gartner, Inc.
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Introduction
Today,  organizat ions  depen d h eav i ly  on 
computers  to  s tore  sens i t ive  bus in ess  an d 
custom er  in format ion  an d th e  n eed for 
th e  proper  in format ion  secur i ty  system is 
becomin g imperat ive  to  a ddress  em ergin g 
threats . 

I f  proper  securi ty  management is  not  fo l lowed 
and information is  stored e lectronical ly 
and is  access ible  on networked computers , 
intruders  can delete ,  steal ,  change,  or  misuse 
information,  and they can hide ev idence of 
their  unauthorized act iv i ty.

Information Security is as inevitable as the 
technology that is being used as a medium for 
data storage, communication, and processing.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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What is Information Security?

Integrity: means securing against improper information modif ication or destruction, and it also covers 
ensuring information nonrepudiation and authenticity.

Confidentiality: means protecting personal privacy and proprietary information.

Availability: means ensuring timely and reliable access to information.

The proper information security helps deliver information values such as accuracy,  rel iabil ity, 
rapidity,  t imeliness,  privacy and relevancy.  Information security has managed to get a huge 
amount of attention f rom different industries in the past few years.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc

Information Security means protecting an organization's data f rom unauthorized access or modif ication 
to ensure its:

Integrity Confidentiality Availability
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People think about security in different ways and some of the most common understandings are, 
security is all about keeping the Hackers and Cyber-Thieves out of their systems, elimination of all 
threats, and management of risk. 

Annual expenditures on security products and services are growing year by year. But still, many 
security incidents are taking place, and those incidents are becoming quite expensive.

As more and more companies are relying on computers to store sensitive corporate and customer 
information, the role of information security is becoming very vital.

Many companies have been looking for appropriate techniques to handle and solve issues in the 
discipline of information security management.

Making continuous improvements to information security will help ensure sustained business success 
and continuity, and minimize the impact of information security breaches.

It is paramount to think about information security because much of the value of a business lies in 
the information.

Valuing and protecting information are the important tasks for a modern organization.
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Why Information Security Is Necessary?

Data security is a primary concern of any organization.

As technology continues to develop at a rapid pace, organizations feel the pressure to become as 
up-to-date as possible. One of the common concerns many companies have is keeping their data 
secure as technology grows with new capabilities.

The organizations have the responsibility to ensure the safety and soundness of their information, 
be it their comprehensive business information or customer information. Taking some security 
measures l ike installing and updating anti-virus software to local desktops and servers, backing-
up key f i les and storing them in a secure offsite location, can help in avoiding loss of data.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc

Information security is the protection of 
information and systems f rom a wide range of 
threats. Businesses use an extensive amount 
of information every day f rom computers and 
networks. Information is arranged in a way that 
it can be retrieved easily f rom the resources.

Computer systems and mobile devices access 
and tackle different information resources easily. 
Information security is crucial to all  organizations, 
as years of sensitive data can be lost or destroyed 
in the absence of security, backup and recovery 
plan.

https://www.veritis.com/solutions/cloud/disaster-recovery-services/
https://www.veritis.com/solutions/cloud/disaster-recovery-services/
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The technological advancements and internet quickly becoming a medium for cost-effective and 
eff icient medium to share information among consumers, and businesses.

But, many businesses overlook proper security measures due to lack of awareness about the 
importance of security, which results in vulnerabilities in their software and network devices.

With increase in the vulnerabilities, it is becoming easier for cyber criminals penetrate information 
systems. The unauthorized access and the exploitation of vulnerabilities will  occur due to weak 
or non-existent information security practices and not identifying and mitigating risks as early as 
possible.

The cost to protect against information threats will  increase as the number of threats and 
vulnerabilities also increase. However, the cost of a security breach to an organization can be 
much higher than the cost of security implementation. Many organizations are stil l  slow to adopt 
proper information security practices to protect business and customer information.

Information is the most important asset of an organization. Therefore, objective of security is to 
build protection against the enemies of those who would do intentional and unwarranted actions 
that lead to adverse consequences.

Selecting the proper information security methods will  help protect the data that an organization 
collects and uses on a regular basis.  An unprotected information can be accessed by anyone and 
if it falls into the wrong hands, it can destroy a business.
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Managing Director, the Information Security Forum (ISF), Steve Durbin says, “Unfortunately, 
while organizations are developing new security mechanisms, cybercriminals are cultivating 
new techniques to evade them.

In the drive to become more cyber resilient, organizations need to extend their risk management 
focus f rom pure information conf identiality, integrity and availability to including risks such as 
those to reputation and customer channels, and recognize the unintended consequences f rom 
activity in cyberspace.

By preparing for the unknown, organizations will have the flexibility to withstand unexpected, 
high impact security events.”
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Types of Threats

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc

The information security threat factor is constantly evolving. There are many information security 
threats that businesses need to protect against to make sure the crucial information remains 
secure.

There are several various internal and external threats to information. Below are some of the 
common threats to most information systems:
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Unauthorized Access: The successful access to information or systems without any permission

Cyber Espionage: Gaining illicit access to conf idential information

Malware: Injecting malware to damage a computer system

Data Leakage: An unauthorized transfer of key information

Social Engineering: Deceiving and Manipulating others by phone, email, online or in-person, 
to access company information or systems

Insiders: An employee committing f raud or causing damage to company systems or information 
by stealing sensitive company information

Phishing: Emails containing unasked requests for sensitive information f rom unknown senders

Spam: Unasked email sent in bulk to many people for spreading malware

Denial of Service: An attack on a system, making it unavailable and inaccessible to authorized 

users

Identity Theft: Stealing unknown individual’s personal information to commit a crime for 
f inancial gain

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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Vulnerabilities That Can Be Attacked

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc

Simply put, vulnerability means susceptibility 
to attack.

A vulnerability is a weakness which enables 
an attacker to reduce a system's information 
assurance.

'Many vulnerabilities are directly related to the 
technology advancements.

If the unauthorized users get an access to the 
website, they may modify, steal or put any 
information to produce negative public opinion.

Attacks that result in blockage of internal and 
external communications, or may domain 
name get blacklisted.
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Below are some of the vulnerabilities that can be attacked for the wrong reasons.

Installing unauthorized software and apps

Opening spam emails

Connecting personal devices to company networks

Writing down passwords and sensitive data

Lack of information security awareness

Misconf iguration of hardware

Software bugs and design faults

Software complexity

Open physical connections, IPs and ports

Insecure network architecture

Excessive privileges

Conf iguration errors and missed security notices

System operation errors

Customers access to secure areas

Complicated user interface

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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Default passwords not changed

Inadequate network management

Inadequate or irregular backup

Inadequate physical protection

Inadequate replacement of older equipment

Uncontrolled download f rom the internet

Uncontrolled use of information systems

Once vulnerabilities are identif ied, the necessary remedial actions to be taken to f ix these 
vulnerabilities to reduce the impact of threats.

Vulnerabilities emerging f rom flaws may need system reengineering or design efforts to f ix the 
def iciencies. 

Vulnerability scanning on a system is used to identify the security weaknesses in it and alert system 
administrators about these.

The organizations need to ensure information security by performing an security assessment on a 
routine basis.

The organizations must follow security diagnostics such as security audits, vulnerability scanning 
and penetration testing.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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Threat Mitigation Techniques
There are many threat-mitigation techniques available that businesses can use to better secure their 
information. Cyber-attacks have become a very common threat to businesses in the last few years, 
showing devastating effect on the service delivery and recovery.

Keeping critical IT assets safe f rom cyber criminals is not easy, but it can be done. Cybercriminals 
continuously develop their techniques to penetrate systems and use data for destructive purposes. 
The organizations need to f ind a multifaceted approach to reduce risk. With cybercriminals targeting 
large businesses, it can be reckoned that the personal information and small business information 
might be a very tiny project to target.

To avoid threats that deliver disastrous consequences for the business, businesses should f ind an 
approach that covers factors like Prevent, React, and Plan meaning backup, storage and recovery. 
Businesses can leverage network and software technologies that detect and block threats.

Firewalls, Proxy Servers, Spam Filters, Web Filtering and Isolated Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), Endpoint 
Protection System, Intrusion Prevention System, Intrusion Detection System, Traffic Monitoring Software, 
Privileged Access Management System, Encryption Software, Password Management Policy, and Data 
Leakage Protection System are some of the solutions that can be considered.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc 14
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As cybercriminals advance, security professionals need to f ind additional technology to reduce 
company’s risk.

They can instal l  f irewalls to al low or deny access to data.  The organizations also need to have 
Anti-virus protection to avoid malware and worm access,  that can spread across the entire 
system very fast i f  access is al lowed inadvertently.

Also, businesses can follow some of the security measures such as:

Giving limited access to system sensitive information

Blacklisting all hosts and ports, white listing only those required

Checking that no critical systems interface directly with the internet

Before discarding a disk drive, erasing all information f rom it

Conf iguring a backup system

Gartner says, the average selling price for f irewalls was expected to increase by at least 2 or 3 
percent year over year until the end of 2018.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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Digital Forensics
Digital Forensics is said to be an investigation, 
recovery and analysis of data and f inding evidence 
of malicious activities within digital devices such 
as computers, smartphones, etc. 

Digital  Forensics exposes the f raud.  Digital 
forensics helps organizations identi fy 
unauthorized access by employees,  identi fy 
intel lectual  property theft ,  identi fy  information 
security  breaches,  identi fy  f raud and recovery of 
deleted f i les  and f i le  carving.

Digital Forensics helps deal with a wide variety 
of crimes by giving good guys the ability to keep 
up with the bad guys. While Law enforcement is 
already using digital forensics, industries such as 
banking, IT and national defence sectors looking 
to leverage Digital Forensics capabilities.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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The util ization of this technology is growing because of the immense increase in the use of 
electronic devices. In the society, interaction with electronic devices is inevitable.

Here is an example of a typical digital forensics investigation: A company suspects an ex-employee 
of stealing data of the company.

A digital forensic investigator will  be called for the recovery, analysis and presentation of data 
found on computers.

The investigator will  make a duplicate copy of the computer's hard drive without altering it . 

Then, the investigator will  use some tools to properly investigate the duplicate copy to identify 
an electronic evidence and create a report based on the f indings.

In the process, the investigator will  document Chain of Custody (CoC) that features all  items of 
evidence.

An investigator can f ind the digtial evidences such as Metadata, Website data, Deleted f i les, 
Regular f i les that include photos, Word documents, e-mails,  videos, and even software.

To keep up with the rapidly-changing digital  world,  the right expertise in digital  forensics 
investigation would help address day to day emerging digital  challenges and ward off 
cybercriminals.

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc
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Artificial Intelligence in Security

© 2019 Veritis Group Inc

Arti f ic ial  Intel l igence (AI)  has a mult itude of 
capabi l i t ies .  I t  can anticipate issues before they 
occur through threat analysis ,  threat detection 
and threat model l ing. 

The securi ty  f ie ld  stands to  benef i t  enormously 
f rom AI  as  i t  suppor ts  humans in  f ight ing 
cybercr ime.  Securi ty  threats  and vulnerabi l i t ies 
are  a  b ig concern for  many indiv iduals  and 
organizat ions .

Computer scientists  have come up with art i f ic ial 
intel l igence that have the abi l i ty  of  determining 
malicious codes in software.

AI enables the “development of algorithms designed to identify security threats in real time and 
provide a quick response.” AI can also simplify the identif ication, processing and response to 
security threats. 

The use of AI in security systems helps produce a calculated approach to security for accurate 
results. 

At the same time, AI can undertake multiple tasks such as monitoring, securing devices and 
systems. 

Hence, it can signif icantly reduce large scale attacks, whereas legacy cyber security systems can’t .
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It is diff icult for the IT Security personnel to quickly detect a cyber hack. It is diff icult to identify 
suspicious activity f rom an external source and then determine it as a cyber breach as there are 
many things involved.

AI-based information security can help IT security personnel save time, and accurately report 
a computer system hack. AI capabilities will  play a key role in the security sector, if  IT Security 
personnel use it as a tool to detect potential cybercrime activity.

The use of artif icial intelligence in security systems provides more flexibility,  particularly with new 
security threats always rising. Additionally,  machine learning concepts have earned attention for 
their involvement and improvement of security systems.

Machine learning is a type of AI that enables a computer to learn, grow, and change when presented 
with new data.

Applying machine learning algorithms to security will  improve detection and expose new or 
unknown threats as the algorithms can be fed all  information about current malware so that it 
can learn to f ind a similar behavior in new or unknown malware.
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Conclusion
The information security is all-important, since many companies depend on information, technology 
and systems. They need to secure their corporate and customer information against any sudden 
theft or misuse to sustain in the competitive business world.

However, many companies today stil l  do not take proper precautions on information security. 
Therefore, many companies are under a serious threat.

Approaching a comprehensive and reliable security service provider will  help in avoiding the loss 
of crucial business information.
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